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NASA moved its timeline up by four years. The new plan? Get humans back

to the moon by 2024. Jeff Bezos, the CEO of Amazon, wants in on that race

and recently unveiled a life-size model of the spaceship he’s betting on. Can
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his spaceflight company, Blue Origin, win that race? Will Bezos be sending

Prime packages to the moon in 2024?

Our research into hundreds of moon shots, including the launch of the

iPhone, the rescue of the Chilean miners in 2010, and the transformation of

Curitiba into the greenest city in South America, has led us to build an easy-

to-apply framework that helps determine whether a project is well-founded

or doomed to fail.

We have come to realize that the success of a project largely depends on six

questions. Six simple, straightforward, yes-or-no questions. Below, we’ll

apply them to Bezos’s space ambitions to analyze and assess the likelihood of

his moon shot’s succeeding (literally and figuratively). As you read, apply

these questions to your own moon shot projects and make your own

assessment.

By answering the six questions with your leadership team, in sequential

order, it will become clear whether your project is in good or bad shape. If the

answers are not straightforward — if some of them aren’t clear of it there are

any doubts — don’t be afraid to put the project on hold or to delay the start of

it.

Here are the six questions in the order we recommend asking them:

1. Is there a solid business case and a compelling rationale? (The Why)

https://www.dukece.com/insights/what-iphone-can-tell-about-devising-projects/
https://www.cnn.com/2013/07/13/world/americas/chilean-mine-rescue/index.html
https://www.theguardian.com/cities/2016/may/06/story-of-cities-37-mayor-jaime-lerner-curitiba-brazil-green-capital-global-icon
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There are two main reasons we invest resources (time and effort) in a project:

either to solve a problem or to capture an opportunity. In this case, Bezos has

set a persuasive vision of saving the earth by sending millions of people into

space. But is it a clear and compelling rationale? Is it critical to humanity that

we expand into the cosmos to solve the more pressing challenges our planet

faces? Is it going to be a solution just for the richest? Will it be worth the

billions it will take to make it a reality? Bezos is clearly passionate about it

(we’ll get to that more in the next question), but aside from the excitement

that the vision elicits, we think that it is slightly vague — are we going to save

the earth by 2024? The ultimate goal of the project needs to be clearly and

compellingly articulated. Maybe it’s for defense? Maybe it’s the very survival

of our species?

Answer: No

2. Does the moon shot have a committed and charismatic sponsor? (The

Who)

Probably the single most important characteristic of a successful

transformation project is having a strong, engaged, and charismatic sponsor.

In this case, Bezos is that sponsor. And he has said that this moon shot is the

most important work he is doing. Do we believe him? The question relates to

how many other things he’s doing (answer: a lot). But he’s certainly

believable. He has pursued many metaphorical moon shots in the past and

has consistently defied expectations and achieved success. So yes, we believe

he’s a committed and charismatic (in his own way) sponsor.

Answer: Yes

https://www.blueorigin.com/
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3. Does the moon shot have a clear scope? (The What)

The scope defines what the project will look like when delivered (not to be

confused with the project objectives, the “why,” which we explored in

question 1). The more you know about this at the beginning of the project,

the better you can estimate the duration, cost, and skills needed to produce

the desired outcome. The opposite also applies: The more uncertainty there

is about the requirements, the more difficult it is to have an accurate plan.

The literal moon shot is, well, a moon shot. It’s an incredibly difficult

endeavor, one that hasn’t been done since 1972. So far, NASA’s proposed

rockets have suffered years of delays and are apparently over budget by

billions of dollars. There are a lot of unknowns and a tremendous amount of

complexity to this undertaking.

And even though you could argue that Bezos’s resources are as unlimited as it

gets, an unclear scope poses a real risk to the success of a project. When

Bezos announced the project, he didn’t announce what it would cost or when

it would be ready. We think that’s because he doesn’t really know.

Answer: No

4. Is there buy-in from key stakeholders? (The How)

The most successful projects occur when all, or at least most, of the key

stakeholders (the people impacted by the project, with different degrees of

influence) are in favor it. Even better is when they are driving it.
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In project management there is a maxim: “There is always one stakeholder

who will be happy if your project fails.” There are regulators, politicians,

shareholders, or simply employees who can be obstacles to the success of the

endeavor. Still, if we restrict the question to the project itself — Blue Origin

building the spaceship — we believe there’s probably strong buy-in from the

key stakeholders.

Answer: Yes

5. Does the moon shot have a precise finish line? (The When)

Projects that start with an ambitious and undisputed deadline have a higher

chance of success. Starting without a finish line can make a project drag on

for months and even years.

In this case, there’s a precedent for this very particular kind of deadline:

when John F. Kennedy set the bold goal of putting a man on the moon by end

of the 1960s. His words were the inspiration for a project that might never

have been possible without that incredibly ambitious finish line.

2024 is the moon shot’s very clear deadline.

Answer: Yes

6. Is the moon shot a true priority? (The Where)
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The “Where” domain covers the external elements that can have a positive or

negative impact on the project. These areas are often outside the control of

the project leader — such as the priority of the project in relation to all the

other projects being carried out, or the overall project implementation

competencies in the organization — yet there are ways that the leader can

influence the project favorably. The executive sponsor plays an important

role in influencing the organization too.

Bezos knows a thing or two about creating priorities, and he has built a

company around this one, which we have to assume is project-driven.

Answer: Yes

Take time to discuss, clarify, and solidify your answers to these questions.

Despite the natural excitement and urgency to start working on them,

projects that spend more time in the definition phase tend to have a

smoother implementation. We have learned that companies that apply this

simple framework as part of the approval-and-review process become better

at delivering and generating value from their projects. You can achieve that

too.

And what about Bezos’s making his moon shot in 2024? We think he has a

solid chance. But we would recommend that he spend more time thinking

about the “why” and “what” of the project. His failure to establish Amazon’s

HQ2 in New York came from the same vulnerabilities: a lack of a clear

purpose and scope. We urge him to fix these shortcomings to significantly

increase his chances of succeeding and making another mark on history.
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Mary Beth Imbarrato 6 days ago

What a great article! As a Project Manager who practices as well as teaches, I have always

included these questions in my initial discussions to gain clarity on the scope as well as

the deliverables. Having a well defined project at the onset is one of the key elements of a

successful project. Thanks so much for sharing this!
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